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Emergency official reassigned
SONOMA COUNTY »
Manager criticized for
alert decision before fires
By PAUL PAYNE AND J.D. MORRIS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

The Sonoma County emergency
services official who played a central
role in the county’s heavily criticized
failure to send more widespread

alerts warning residents about the
October wildfires has been reassigned
to a new position, county representatives said Wednesday.
Christopher Helgren was moved
from his post as emergency services
manager into a different job in risk
management as part of an effort to
ensure community confidence in
the event of future disasters, County
Administrator Sheryl Bratton said.
His reassignment was effective last

Thursday, she said.
Helgren was chiefly responsible for
a decision — about a year before the
fires — that ruled out use of wireless
alerts to cellphones to warn residents
of an emergency. Instead, the county
relied in October on a pair of voluntary programs designed to reach residents by phone or email — if they
had registered to receive the alerts.
Most of the calls on the county’s SoCo
Alerts program did not go through

in the fires’ initial hours, when cellphone towers and utility lines were
knocked out.
Also, a state review of the county’s
warning system has found county
emergency officials did not appear to
be aware of the full capability of wireless emergency alerts, which can be
forced onto cellphones in specific areas during a disaster, reaching those

Christopher
Helgren
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Quest to rebuild retail

Florida
GOP
urged
to act
Pressure grows toward
Republicans to take
action on gun control
By JULIE TURKEWITZ
AND ALEXANDER BURNS
NEW YORK TIMES

TALLAHASSEE, Florida —
Seven days after the killing of
17 students and school staff
members in Florida, Republican
state
leaders
are facing pres- INSIDE
sure unlike any Trump meets
they have expe- with Florida
rienced before students / B1
to pass legisla- Grieving dad
tion addressing to Rubio: ‘How
gun violence.
many children
On Wednes- have to get
day,
swarms shot?’ / A7
of student protesters stormed the Florida Capitol, pleading with lawmakers
to pass tougher gun control in
TURN TO FLORIDA GOP » PAGE A6

Kohl’s plans to reopen
next month as work
goes on at Trader Joe’s

Evangelist
Graham
dies at 99

By CHRISTI WARREN

By BART BARNES

THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

WASHINGTON POST

nside the Kohl’s department store off
Hopper Avenue, there are no signs of
the fires that raged just outside its doors
early the morning of Oct. 9.
There is no soot, no sign of smoke damage
and no lingering scent like the vaguely
chemical one still hovering over the Coffey
Park neighborhood just north of the building.
On March 18, after months of cleaning
and renovations, the department store is set
to open once again to the public, fulfilling a
promise it long ago made to a community
that store manager Troy Smith said it is “so
dedicated to.”
“It wasn’t really a question of if we were
going to reopen, it was just how long it
would take for us to reopen,” he said, standing inside the brightly lit and refurbished
building on Airway Drive. In addition to a
deep cleaning, Kohl’s corporate took the
opportunity to refresh the building with
a more airy design, with lots of white and

Billy Graham, the evangelist
whose eloquent oratory and passion for Jesus attracted a worldwide following and made him
one of the most influential and
best-known religious figures
of his time,
was found dead
We d n e s d ay
at his home
in
Montreat,
North Carolina.
He was 99.
His
death Billy
was confirmed Graham
by a spokesman, Mark DeMoss. Graham
had Parkinson’s disease.
Graham’s ministry spanned
more than six decades, and his
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Lighting contractors walk into Kohl’s on Wednesday in Santa Rosa as repairs continue after smoke damaged the store during the Tubbs fire.
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Timothy Maher of Santa Rosa walks past a burned Trader Joe’s sign Wednesday on Cleveland
Avenue in Santa Rosa. The company plans to reopen the store but doesn’t have a set date yet.

“It wasn’t really a question of if we were going to reopen,
it was just how long it would take for us to reopen.”
TROY SMITH, store manager for Kohl’s department store in Santa Rosa

light-colored flooring. On Tuesday, workers
arranged clothing racks and pushed carts
laden with inventory around the nearly
completed store.
In all, 29 businesses around Santa Rosa
were damaged or destroyed by the October
wildfires that roared through Sonoma County, killing 22 and razing 6,579 structures.
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TV
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Some businesses burned in the fires, such
as the Trader Joe’s on Cleveland Avenue,
plan to reopen, while others, such as the
113,500-square-foot Kmart on the same
street, will not.
“Given the condition of the store, the

HEALTH SHOWDOWN: Insurer accuses Sonoma
West Medical Center in $13.5 million fraud
scheme; hospital, district dispute claims / A3
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